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1. Introduction. Ambrose's theorem on parallel translation of

curvature [l ] (stated in §3) says essentially that two suitably related

Riemannian manifolds have a common Riemannian covering mani-

fold. Our aim is to derive this theorem from general results on cover-

ings that may be useful elsewhere. Proposition 1, below, formalizes

the well-known heuristic scheme in which elements of a covering (by

open sets) of a manifold M are glued together to give a new manifold

X mapping onto M. Proposition 2 records the obvious way to assem-

ble local mappings on M into a global mapping of X. We carry

Riemannian structures along, so that these mappings are local isome-

tries. Proposition 3 gives a criterion for X, if connected, to be com-

plete; thus the local isometries become Riemannian coverings. Our

approach differs from Ambrose's mostly in that its atoms are (convex)

open sets rather than broken geodesies.

2. Riemannian coverings. Let 11= { Ua\aEA } be an indexed

collection of subsets of some set. By a semiequivalence relation on the

index set A we mean a reflexive, symmetric relation ~ such that (1)

a~/3 and /3~y imply a~y whenever UaF\ U$C\ Uy^0, and (2)

a~j3 in A implies Ua(~^U^0. (This last condition turns out to be

merely a notational convenience.)

Proposition 1. Let 11= { Ua\aEA} be an open covering of a

Riemannian manifold M, and let ~ be a semiequivalence relation on A.

Then there exist (1) a Riemannian manifold X, (2) a local isometry

\[/: X—>JW, and (3) for each aEA, a cross-section Xa: Ua—*X of \p on Ua

such that \a=\p on Ua(~^U^ 0 if and only if a^B in A.

Proof. Let D be the disjoint union of the elements of It, with

obvious topology. If pE UaEM, write pa for the corresponding ele-

ment of D. Define a relation « on D by: pa^Qv provided p = q and

a~B. Clearly, « is an equivalence relation. Let X be the quotient

space 57==, with natural mapping it: D—»X. Let Ua denote Ua con-

sidered as an (open) subset of D; that is, U"= {pa\ pE UaEM}. We

now prove

(1) it is an open mapping. It suffices to show that if 0a is open in

Ua, then 7r(0") is open in X. For each index B in A, let P$ be the
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homeomorphism of U9 onto Up sending each pf to p. Then the set

Oali = Pel(Pa(Oa)r\UfO is open in D. But it is easy to check that

ir-1(ir(Oa)) =\j{OaB\B~a}. Since this set is open in D, ir(Oa) is open

in A.

(2) For each a£^4, ir| U" is a homeomorphism onto an open set in

X. It suffices to show that ir is one-one on Ua. But ■7r(pa)=ir(qa)

means pa~qa; hence p=q and pa — qa.

Because tc(P<0 =Tr(qp) implies p =q, there is a well-defined function

t//:X->M such that ip(ivpa)=p for all paED. It follows from (2)

that \p restricted to ir(Ua) is a homeomorphism onto Ua. Let

X«: Ua-^ir(U") be the inverse homeomorphism.

(3) \a=\t> on UaC\Ua?*0 if and only if a~B in A. If a~B, then

for pEUar\Up we have \a(p) =tt(P<0 =tt(P0 =\p(p). Conversely,

since we assume there is a point p in Ua(~^U$, we have ir(pa) =Xa(/>)

— ̂?(P) -'"'(P?)', hence a^'B.

(4) A is a Hausdorff space. Suppose x^y in X. li\p(x) 9^yp(y), then

since M is Hausdorff and \p continuous, x and y have disjoint neigh-

borhoods in X. If ^(x) =\p(y) =pEM, there exist indices a and 8 such

that 7r(/>„) =x and ir(pf) =y. Since x?^y, we have paj>pp, hence ao^.

Thus w(Ua) and ir(Uf) are disjoint neighborhoods of x and y.

Since the open sets Tr(U"), aEA, cover A, ^ is a local homeomor-

phism of a Hausdorff space onto a Riemannian manifold. It follows

automatically that there exist unique differentiable and Riemannian

structures on X such that ip is a local isometry.

Proposition 2. With hypotheses and notation as in Proposition 1, let

{<pa: Ua-^>N\aEA } be a collection of local isometries into a Rieman-

nian manifold N. //a~/3 in A implies <pa=d>p on Uaf~\U$, then there

exists a unique local isometry <p: A—>A such that <po\a=<p« for all

aEA.

Proof. The collection of local isometries constitutes a continuous

mapping €>: Z3—»A of the disjoint union D. If pa~q&, then p=q and

a~/3, hence $(pa) —4>a(p) =<P$(q) =$(qp). Thus $ is constant on

equivalence classes modulo ~. Then there results a continuous map-

ping <p: A—>A such that <p(irpa) =$(p<0 =4>a(p) ior all p«ED. Since

T'(P<0:=\a(p), it follows that <p=<f>aoip on each  open  set Aa(£/„)

— ir(U"). Thus <p is a local isometry.

Given (it, ~) and X as in Proposition 1, let \p': X'—*M he another

local isometry onto M with cross-sections as in (3) of Proposition 1.

Using Proposition 2 it is easy to see that there is a structure-preserv-

ing isometry from X to X'.

Even if M is connected, X = Ar(lt, ~) need not be. However, define
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a chain in the index set A of 11 to be a finite sequence ai~«2~ • • •

~a„ of successively related indices. Then if the elements of 11 are

connected and any two elements of A are chainable, both X and M

are connected.

We now find a criterion for the completeness of X = X(ll, ~)-—at

least when X is connected. This derives from the Hopf-Rinow cri-

terion that geodesies emanating from a single point be infinitely

extendable. A chain ai~ • ■ • ~a„ in A covers a curve segment

a: [0, b}—»M provided there exist numbers 0 = /0</i< • • • <t„=b

such that <x\ [U-i, ti] lies in Ua. for 1 gigre. Then we say that (11, ~)

is geodesically extendable from a point pEUa provided that any geo-

desic segment 7: [0, b]—>M such that 7(0) =p can be covered by a

chain a=ai~ • • • ~a„ in the index set of 11.

Proposition 3. Let 11= { Ua\aEA } be an open covering of a con-

nected Riemannian manifold M, with ~ a semiequivalence relation on

A. If M is complete and (11, ~) is extendable from pEUa, then in

X = X(ll, ■~) the component C containing the point \aip) is complete.

Hence \f/\ C: C—*M is a Riemannian covering.

Proof. Let 8: [0, &)—>C be a geodesic such that /3(0) =Xa(£). By the

Hopf-Rinow theorem it suffices to show that B has an extension past

b. Since \p is a local isometry, \p o B is a geodesic. But M is complete,

so 4> o B has a geodesic extension 7: [0, &]—>M. By hypothesis, 7 is

covered by a chain a=a:i~ • • • ~a„; that is, there are numbers /,

such that 71 [7_i, ti] lies in the domain Ua< of \ai (1 ^i^n). Thus we

have well-defined geodesies Xnj o 7: [ti-i, /,-]—*X. And since a,_i~ai

we have Xai_1=Xaj on Uai-/~^Uai; hence these segments constitute a

single geodesic segment (3: [0, b]—>X. By construction, 8 and 0 are

initially the same, hence $ provides the required geodesic extension of

8 to (thus past) b. The final assertion in the Proposition follows from

a well-known theorem.

3. Ambrose's theorem. We formulate this result in the notation of

[2]. In this section all manifolds are assumed to be connected.

Fix a point p ol a Riemannian manifold M. If v is an element of the

tangent space Mp, let yv: [0, l]—»M be the geodesic with initial

velocity v, and let r„: Mp—*Myvci) he parallel translation along yv.

If v, wEMp, let 7™: [0, 2]—*M be the broken geodesic such that

T«.W=7.W for *G[0, 1]- and 7.«W=7V.(*-1) for *e[l, 2]. Let
tcw: Mp-^My^m he parallel translation along yvw.

Theorem (Ambrose [l]). Let M and N be complete Riemannian

manifolds; let pEM and qEN; let t: Mp-^>Nq be a linear isometry.
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If for each v, wEMp the linear isometry (vw=t{Vi w o I o r^f preserves

sectional curvature, then there exist (1) a complete Riemannian manifold

X, (2) Riemannian coverings ip: X—yM and <p: X—>A, and (3) a point

x EX such that \f/(x) —p, <p(x) =q, and I o\p*=<p*atx.

Thus if M [also A] is simply connected, then <p ox//-1: M—*N is a

Riemannian covering [isometry] with differential map I at p.

Proof. Fix a real-valued function />0 on M such that for each

mEM the open ball B of radius/(rw) at m is convex and normal.

Normality means that B is the diffeomorphic image, under expm,

of the ball of the same radius at 0 in Mm. Our only use of convexity

is to conclude that the intersection of two such balls B is connected.

For each vEMp, let U(v) be the open ball at 7„(1) of radius

f("Yv(l)). Consider the linear isometry lv=nvo Iotv-1 from M^d

to A7^(i). Since lva preserves sectional curvature for all w, it follows

that lv and U(v) satisfy the hypothesis of the Cartan Lemma, stated

below. Its conclusion then gives a unique local isometry 0„: U(v)-*N

such that#„* at 7„(1) is (,. Thus 11= { U(v)\vEMp) is a convex open

covering of M, and we define a relation ~ on its index set by: v~w

provided <p,=<pw on U(v)f\U(w) ^ 0. Then ~ is a semiequivalence

relation, for if u~v, v~w, and P=U(u)r\U(v)r\U(w)^ 0, then

<pu=<Pw on P, hence on the connected set U(u)C\U(w).

We assert that (11, ~) is geodesically extendable from pEUo

(0EMp). Let 7: [0, b]—*M be a geodesic segment such that 7(0) =p.

If v is the initial velocity of 7, note that for sE [0, b] we have 7(5)

= y**(l)EU(sv). Thus s has a connected neighborhood I, in [0, b]

such that y(I0EU(sv). It follows that there exist numbers 0 =t0 = sx

<tx< ■ • • <sn = tn=b such that7| [ti-x, ti] lies in U(s&) for 1 ^i = ra.

It remains to show that SiV~si+xv. Write <pi ior <p,iV: U(s(v)—>N. Thus

we must prove that <pi = (pi+x on the connected open set U(sfl>)

C\ U(si+Xv). By construction the differential map of <pi at 7,,0(1) =y(sO

is C,iV. Note that 7| [sit ti] lies in the domain U(stv) of <£,-. Since the

differential maps of </>,- commute with parallel translation, it follows

that <pi* at y(U) =7«,-»(l) is lti,. Similarly, 7I [ti, si+x] lies in U(si+Xv),

and <f>i+i* at y(tO is also ttiV. Thus the two local isometries </>, and

tpi+i agree on the connected set U(sfi>)r\U(si+xv).

The preceding argument also shows that any index v is chainable

to 0£Afj,. Thus, by an earlier remark, A = A(ll, ~) is connected.

By Proposition 3, X is complete and ip: X—>Mis a Riemannian cover-

ing. By Proposition 2, the local isometries <pv, vEMv, give rise to a

local isometry 0: X—>A, and <p is also a Riemannian covering. Let

x=Xo(£), where Xo is the cross-section of xp on U(0). We know that
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<p oXo = (/»o. But <po* at p is I, and Xo* at p is the inverse of \p* at x.

Hence <£* = t o ^* at x.

Lemma (Cartan). 5e< E7 &e a normal ball at a point m in a Rieman-

nian manifold M, let N be a complete Riemannian manifold, and let

I: Mm-^>Nq be a linear isometry. If Hw=t(w o I ot/,1 preserves sectional

curvature for all wEMm of length less than the radius of U, then there

exists a unique local isometry <p: U^>N such that <p* at m is I.

This result is usually stated so as to give an isometry onto a cor-

responding normal ball in N. A proof can easily be deduced (without

explicit use of the structural equations) from the following general

fact: let mEM, x tangent to Mm at v. Then exp„*(x) =X(1), where

X is the unique Jacobi field on yv such that X(0) =0 and X'(0)EMm

corresponds canonically to xE(Mm)T.
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